Introduction {#s0001}
============

Recombinant antibody-based molecules that specifically recognize multiple, distinct targets (e.g., multispecific antibodies) have enabled the realization of novel mechanisms of action that aim to improve therapeutic efficacy and safety.[@cit0001] For instance, monotherapies that concomitantly engage multiple targets have been shown to synergistically interfere with signaling pathways in a manner superior to even combination therapies consisting of monospecific antibodies targeting the same collection of antigens.[@cit0007] In addition, multispecific antibody therapeutics can be endowed with paratopes that promote enhanced molecular pharmacokinetic properties such as prolonged serum half-life,[@cit0010] improved tissue distribution[@cit0011] and local enrichment.[@cit0014]

The marketing approvals of bispecific antibody drugs such as blinatumomab (BLINCYTO®)[@cit0015] and catumaxomab (Removab)[@cit0016] have validated the therapeutic value of this class of biologics. In addition, more than 30 bispecific antibodies -- employing various molecular designs -- are currently undergoing clinical development.[@cit0017] The next frontier of antibody-based therapeutics appears to be the production and application of higher-order multispecifics (i.e., molecules exhibiting \>2 specificities). Indeed, researchers have already described the successful production of trispecific antibodies in TriMAb,[@cit0018] triplebody,[@cit0019] and tribody[@cit0021] formats. Additional specificities could, for example, enable higher-avidity binding to target cell populations by promoting the simultaneous engagement of multiple cell-type-associated antigens.[@cit0004] This would theoretically minimize off-target drug interactions, while additional specificities could be added to site-specifically recruit effector cells or enhance drug pharmacokinetics.

Conventional higher-order multispecific antibodies often require inclusion of multimerization domains that result in relatively large protein assemblies.[@cit0018] This has the drawback of reducing potential drug distribution and tissue penetration,[@cit0022] and may lead to unwanted off-target activity.[@cit0023] An alternative to such designs would be to simply drive the assembly of multispecifics exclusively through interactions between complementary antibody variable domains, such as in the triplebody format.[@cit0019] However, the dependable production of such multispecifics relies heavily on the stability of the variable domain pairs, which is typically compromised in the absence of antigen-binding fragment (Fab) constant domains.[@cit0024] Such compromised stability could result in local unfolding and the solvent-exposure of aggregation "hot spots," which would then mediate the aggregation of the composite molecule.[@cit0025]

Additionally, higher-order multispecific antibodies that are formed by the assembly of 2 non-identical subunits (heterodimeric multispecifics) enable the rapid production and testing of different binding domain combinations by simple permutation of plasmids expressing single subunits, thereby enhancing the efficiency of drug screening. Comparable screening efforts applied to single-chain or homomultimeric multispecific formats with the same protein-targeting profile would require considerably more cloning steps and consequently increase the time and effort needed to generate them. Improved multispecific antibody screening efficiency would facilitate the identification of cooperative binding-domain specificities and affinities, and such binding-profile optimization in the final format could be critical to eliciting the molecule\'s intended effects *in vivo*.[@cit0026]

Currently, the only heterodimeric antibody-based molecules consisting exclusively of variable domains that have been described in the literature are bispecific, such as the diabody[@cit0028] format. Two critical factors appear to be complicating the efficient production of variable-domain-only, higher-order heterodimeric multispecifics. These include: 1) impurities in production samples arising from the incorrect assembly of subunits;[@cit0029] and 2) protein aggregation resulting from the aggregation propensity of the constituent variable domains. Solutions to these issues appear to necessitate not only a re-design of subunit orientation and subunit association strategies, but also improvements to the stability of variable domain frameworks and the integrity of the variable domain interface.

Here, we first present the development of a novel, broadly-applicable human variable fragment (Fv) framework for the stabilization of antibody variable domains. Based on our interpretation of the literature,[@cit0030] as well as analysis of crystal structures of different fragment variants originating from the same antibody, we hypothesized that replacement of a κ-derived Fv V~L~ framework region IV (V~L~ FW IV) with a germ-line sequence from the corresponding position of a human V~λ~ domain (known here onward as the "λcap") would improve Fv stability. Our results confirm that the λcap enhances stability of humanized single-chain Fvs (scFvs) displaying both murine and rabbit complementarity-determining region (CDR) sets.

We were then able to incorporate our stable Fv framework into novel heterodimeric multispecific formats whose assembly is driven exclusively by variable domain associations. We termed these the multispecific antibody-based therapeutics by cognate heterodimerization (MATCH) formats. In addition to the limited aggregation propensity of the proof-of-concept MATCH proteins we produced in this study, the structure of the 2 MATCH chains prevents homodimer formation in production samples and limits the potential for non-cognate intra-chain V~L~/V~H~ associations, thus allowing greater flexibility in protein design.

Results {#s0002}
=======

Full framework region IV substitution reduces aggregation propensity and improves thermal stability of a hu4D5--8 (trastuzumab) scFv variant {#s0002-0001}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to evaluate the plausibility of V~L~ FW IV-mediated Fv instability, we overlaid crystal structures, retrieved from the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB), of Fab (PDB ID: 1FVD) and Fv (PDB ID: 1FVC) variants of hu4D5--8^32^ to determine whether this region might assume an unnatural conformation in the absence of Fab constant domains. Indeed, we observed a considerable structural difference in V~L~ FW IV between the Fab and the Fv variants ([Fig. 1C](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, the absence of Fab constant domains appears to result in the solvent-exposure of a hydrophobic Ile residue at position 147 in V~L~ FW IV, as well as a skewing of the downstream hydrophilic residues (for the AHo antibody sequence numbering scheme used in this paper, please refer to the work by Honegger et al.[@cit0033]). In light of these observations, we produced and compared 2 hu4D5--8 scFv variants, one with the original variable domain sequence (Tras-scFv) and one with a λcap (Tras-scFv-λcap) consisting of a λ germ-line sequence (FGGGTKLTVLG) replacing the entire V~κ~ FW IV. Each scFv was designed with a N-term--V~L~--peptide linker--V~H~--C-term orientation (peptide linker: (G~4~S)~4~). Figure 1.Putative structural change of V~L~ FW IV in the hu4D5--8 Fv variant. (A) Cartoon visualization of the crystal structure of a hu4D5--8 Fv variant (PDB ID: IFVC) assembled by heterodimerization of the V~L~ (left half) and V~H~ (right half) domains. The murine CDR sets are shown in gold, the human Fv acceptor framework is shown in light blue (V~L~) and dark blue (V~H~) and the location of V~L~ FW IV is shown in red. (B) View of the hu4D5--8 V~L~ domain showing the position of the region (vivid) depicted in the overlay in (C) relative to the rest of the V~L~ domain (blurred). (C) Overlay of the crystal structures of the Fab and Fv variants of hu4D5--8, revealing an apparently unnatural solvent exposure of I147 and skewing of the C-terminal residues in the Fv variant relative to the constant domain-bearing Fab structure.

We successfully produced both scFvs by refolding from inclusion bodies ([Fig. 2A-B](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). However, after applying affinity capture and size exclusion chromatography (SEC) polishing to both proteins, disparate levels of scFv-monomer content (% of total protein content) were obtained -- 97.4% and 73.3% for Tras-scFv-λcap monomer (0.648 mg/mL) and Tras-scFv monomer (0.780 mg/mL), respectively. This provided an early indication that the λcap renders the scFv less prone to aggregation ([Fig. 2B](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Meanwhile, both antibodies exhibited comparable affinities for recombinant human HER2 ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}), suggesting that the λcapped framework can be applied to stabilize a CDR set derived from a V~κ~-bearing IgG. Additionally, differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) revealed a higher melting temperature (*n =*2, unpaired Student\'s *t* test: p \< 0.05) of Tras-scFv-λcap (mean Tm°C ± SD: 71.2 ± 0.1) relative to Tras-scFv (69.9 ± 0.1), indicating a modest increase in thermal stability of λcapped protein ([Fig. 2C](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.Improved stability and monomer content of λcapped hu4D5--8 scFv variant. (A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel reveals that purified samples of both scFv variants travel as discrete bands with anticipated electrophoretic mobility and without any detectible impurities. (B) SE-HPLC chromatograms of purified protein samples with the lowest multimer content for each respective scFv variant; scFv monomer (\*) and scFv dimer (†) peaks are indicated. (C) Thermal unfolding curves of each scFv variant fitted with the Boltzmann equation to data points (n=2 ; mean ± SD) generated in a DSF assay. (D) Graph depicting concentration-induced aggregation of the respective scFv variants. Table 1.Antigen-binding kinetics of anti-HER2 scFv variants as determined by SPR analysis. *k*~on~ (1/M·s)*k*~off~K~*D*~ (M)Tras-scFv3.81 × 10^5^5.30 × 10^−5^1.39 × 10^−10^Tras-scFv-λcap2.70 × 10^5^5.75 × 10^−5^2.14 × 10^−10^

Finally, because oligomerization of scFvs is largely concentration-dependent, we generated scFv aliquots at escalating protein concentrations by centrifuging the protein samples through filters with a 5 kDa molecular weight cut-off (MWCO). We then analyzed the samples to determine whether the scFvs exhibited a disparate propensity toward concentration-induced aggregation. The oligomer content in Tras-scFv samples was considerably higher than that of Tras-scFv-λcap at all concentrations ([Fig. 2D](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), plateauing at ∼10 mg/mL with an oligomer content of ∼55--60%. The oligomer content of Tras-scFv-λcap, meanwhile, appears to be \<25% at ∼10 mg/mL, and the percentage of oligomer in samples did not exceed ∼46% up to a concentration of ∼30 mg/mL.

λcap substitution enhances the stability of a human V~κ~1/V~H~3 consensus scFv acceptor framework used to humanize an anti-tumor necrosis factorα rabbit CDR set {#s0002-0002}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While our initial data supported a considerable stabilizing effect of the λcap in the context of hu4D5--8 scFv variant, it is important to consider that while the framework in the hu4D5--8 Fv variant is highly homologous to the V~κ~1/V~H~3 consensus,[@cit0031] it differs from a full human consensus by 6 residues (V~L~: G84R; V~H~: S55A, R81A, N83T, L88A, A106S). Also, while murine CDR sets (such as those displayed by hu4D5--8) are more commonly observed in therapeutic and clinical applications at present, rabbit CDR sets are increasingly considered more desirable[@cit0034] as they exhibit greater sequence diversity,[@cit0035] facilitating the selection of high-affinity antibodies. With this in mind, we sought to evaluate the use of the λcap in a full V~κ~1-V~H~3 consensus framework in combination with previously described rabbit anti-tumor necrosis factor (TNF)α CDR sets[@cit0036] introduced by CDR grafting using the definitions employed by Borras.[@cit0037] To that end, we again designed 2 scFvs with (aTNFα-scFv-λcap) and without (aTNFα-scFv) the λcap ([Fig. 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3.Amino-acid sequence of the V~κ~1-V~H~3-consensus frameworks with and without the λcap, which were used to humanize the rabbit antibodies, aTNFα-scFv and aTNFα-scFv-λcap, respectively. Differences in the V~L~ FW IV positions are colored in red. The amino acids are numbered according to the AHo numbering scheme introduced by Honegger & Plückthun.[@cit0064]

As confirmed by SDS-PAGE and SE-HPLC, we successfully purified both scFvs ([Fig. 4A-B](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}) to comparable quality, and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis ([Fig. 4C](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}) confirmed the immune-reactivity of the CDR, with each molecule exhibiting comparable affinities for human TNFα ([Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). We again observed a consistent improvement in the melting temperature (*n* = 3, unpaired Student\'s *t* test: p \< 0.01) of the λcapped scFv relative to its full-consensus counterpart (mean Tm°C ± SD: aTNFα-scFv-λcap = 63.5 ± 0.1; aTNFα-scFv = 62.5 ± 0.2) in DSF assays ([Fig. 5A](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4.Successful production of pure, immune-reactive, monomeric aTNFα-scFv-λcap and aTNFα-scFv. (A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel reveals successful purification of both scFvs. (B) SE-HPLC chromatograms of 1 mg/mL samples of each scFv, revealing comparable sample-quality at day 0 of storage-stability studies; scFv monomer (\*), scFv dimer (†) and buffer matrix (‡) peaks are indicated. (C) Sensorgrams generated by SPR analysis by injecting 0.70 -- 90 nM of each respective scFv over channels on a sensor chip displaying immobilized, recombinant human TNFα. Figure 5.Improved thermal- and storage-stability of rabbit antibodies humanized with a λcapped V~κ~1-V~H~3-consensus scFv framework. (A) Thermal unfolding curves of each scFv variant fitted with the Boltzmann equation to data points (n=3 ; mean ± SD) generated in a DSF assay. (B) Maintenance of scFv monomer content (% of total protein content) during 2-week storage at 37°C; data points (n=3 ) reflect mean ± SD. (C) SE-HPLC chromatograms of exemplary protein samples at the indicated concentrations and after storage at the indicated durations/temperatures; scFv monomer (\*), scFv dimer (†) and buffer matrix (‡) peaks are indicated. Table 2.Antigen-binding kinetics of anti-TNFα scFv variants as determined by SPR analysis. *k*~on~ (1/M·s)*k*~off~ (1/s)K~*D*~ (M)aTNFα-scFv3.95 × 10^5^1.05 × 10^−4^2.65 × 10^−10^aTNFα-scFv-λcap4.19 × 10^5^9.41 × 10^−5^2.25 × 10^−10^

Moreover, aggregation propensity was substantially reduced by the λcap substitution, as evidenced by the considerable differences in the monomer content of protein samples we observed after concentration and during storage ([Fig. 5B-C](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Two-week storage at 37°C resulted in monomer losses of 0.03% ± 0.05% and 16.7% ± 0.1% in 1 mg/mL samples (*n* = 3) of aTNFα-scFv-λcap and aTNFα-scFv, starting from monomer contents (at day 0) of 98.0% and 93.5%, respectively. After 2-week storage, 10 mg/mL samples of aTNFα-scFv-λcap were composed of 83.7% ± 0.1% (37°C; *n* = 3) or 93.2% (4°C; *n* = 1) monomeric protein, whereas comparator aTNFα-scFv samples consisted of 35.8% ± 0.3% (37°C; *n* = 3) or 35.7% ± 0.1% (4°C; *n* = 3) scFv-monomer. These results illustrate the substantial production advantages conferred by this fully human substitution of V~L~ FW IV. Additionally, this enhanced protein stability should translate into a reduced risk of immunogenicity and more dependable reactivity *in vivo*, pointing to considerable therapeutic advantages.[@cit0038]

Stability-enhanced Fv frameworks used for the construction of functional MATCH formats {#s0002-0003}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We were able to consistently apply λcap technology to V~κ~1/V~H~3-consensus-derived frameworks to produce functional and stable, humanized Fv modules derived from a discovery platform for rabbit monoclonal antibodies by simple CDR engraftment.[@cit0037] This technology was incorporated in a variety of antibody-based designs, such as scFv,[@cit0043] single-chain diabody (scDb)[@cit0044] and Fab-scFv[@cit0021] formats, with every molecule showing limited aggregation propensity (data not shown). The finding that λcapping V~κ~1-V~H~3 scFvs attenuates protein aggregation during sample storage suggested to us that this novel, chimeric framework strengthens the V~L~/V~H~ domain interface, while the preservation of antigen-affinities after humanization of V~κ~-bearing IgGs confirms the compatibility of this λ-derived substitution with κ-like CDR sets.

Since it is well described that biophysical properties of variable domains can be transferred between different antibody formats,[@cit0045] we were motivated to combine these highly stable functional Fv modules in a single molecule to produce a novel class of heterodimeric, tetraspecific antibody derivatives whose assembly is exclusively driven by interactions between cognate variable domains on each protein subunit. Such a design would obviate the need for functionally irrelevant[@cit0002] or undesirable dimerization domains, which would normally confer distribution-impairing bulk, the potential for off-target activity, and, possibly, immunogenicity.

Our MATCH concept, as depicted in [Fig. 6A-B](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}, requires that the dimer subunits consist of a core of 2 split variable domain pairs, each respective subunit possessing either 2 V~L~ domains or 2 V~H~ domains positioned in tandem, thereby driving heterodimerization of the 2 protein chains. The dimer-forming tandem variable domains on the respective MATCH chains can be organized in either the same (parallel, [Fig. 6A](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}) or reverse (antiparallel, [Fig. 6B](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}) N-term--C-term orientation as their counterpart chain, with traditional co-expression in mammalian cells providing adequate conditions for self-assembly (see Supplementary Data, Table 1, for more details). To some extent, this arrangement of the dimer-forming split variable domains in the MATCH subunits resembles the orientation of the dual-variable-domains contained in the constant-domain-bearing DVD-Ig[@cit0046] (parallel MATCH) and CODV-Ig[@cit0047] (antiparallel MATCH) formats. Figure 6.MATCH format concept and MATCH protein designs. (A) Orientation of the MATCH chains in the parallel MATCH format. The two-sided arrows indicate the variable domains whose interaction would represent a cognate association. In the context of MATCH proteins, the term "parallel" indicates that the split, heterodimer-forming variable domains on each chain are organized in the same N-term--C-term order as their cognate variable domains on the complementary MATCH chain. (B) Orientation of the MATCH chains in the antiparallel MATCH format. The two-sided arrows indicate the variable domains whose interaction would represent a cognate association. In the context of MATCH proteins, the term "antiparallel" indicates that the split, heterodimer-forming variable domains on each chain are organized in the opposite N-term-C-term order as their cognate variable domains on the complementary MATCH chain. (C) General designs of the MATCH proteins developed for the research described in this paper.

Combining a selection of 4 rabbit antibodies humanized with a λcapped V~κ~1/V~H~3 Fv scaffold, we applied our MATCH concept to generate both parallel (pMATCH) and antiparallel (apMATCH) tetraspecific heterodimers in a proof-of-concept study with therapeutically-nonsensical specificities for human TNFα, CD3ε, IL-5R, and IL-23R ([Fig. 6C](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}). In pMATCH, we included a lengthier, 15 amino-acid linker (compared to 6--8 amino acids in other MATCH proteins) between the heterodimer-forming, split variable domains on each MATCH chain in order to assess the design flexibility these formats can accommodate. Additionally, we surmised that the antiparallel MATCH formats would be amenable to the introduction of a disulfide bridge by addition of a Gly-Ser-Cys sequence at the C-terminal end of each MATCH chain. This was based on our evaluation of juxtaposed scFv models that suggested the close approximation of the MATCH subunits\' C-termini in the heterodimer in our antiparallel (but not parallel) formats. This additionally provided us with a convenient means to visualize and confirm dimerization, simply by staining SDS-PAGE gels displaying MATCH proteins that were denatured under non-reducing conditions. Specifically for this purpose, we generated apMATCH-diS ([Fig. 6C](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}), whose MATCH chains are identical to those of apMATCH but with the added disulfide bridge-forming feature.

The successful expression of pMATCH, apMATCH and apMATCH-diS protein chains was confirmed by SDS-PAGE and SE-HPLC analysis ([Fig. 7A & D](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). Using supernatants from transiently-transfected mammalian cells, we were able to produce between 3.4 and 17.6 mg per L expression volume, after protein L-affinity chromatography, size-exclusion chromatography and dialysis, of each MATCH protein, which compared favorably to a parental, full-length rabbit anti-TNFα IgG expressed and purified via similar methods ([Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}). DSF assays (*n* = 2 each) revealed average MATCH protein melting temperatures (mean Tm°C ± SD: pMATCH = 68.5 ± 0.3; apMATCH = 68.0 ± 0.1; apMATCH-diS = 69.4 ± 0.0) that suggested good protein stability ([Fig. 7B](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, analysis of gels containing non-reduced apMATCH-diS samples revealed a discrete band near the estimated weight of the heterodimer (∼106 kDa), supporting inter-MATCH chain associations ([Fig. 7A](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). Efficient MATCH chain dimerization was further demonstrated by the homogeneity of the protein content in protein L-purified samples analyzed by SE-HPLC ([Fig. 7D](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). This homogeneity was largely retained even after storage of samples at 37°C for 28 d ([Fig. 7C-D](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 7.MATCH proteins can be expressed and purified and exhibit good thermal- and storage-stability. (A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel reveals successful co-expression of each ∼50 kDa MATCH chain. Additionally, non-reduced samples of the MATCH variant with additional C-terminal cysteines, apMATCH-diS, contain a protein near the expected gel position (∼106 kDa) of heterodimeric MATCH protein. (B) Thermal unfolding curves of each MATCH protein fitted with the Boltzmann equation to data points (n=2 ; mean ± SD) generated in a DSF assay. (C) Each MATCH protein (n=1 ) largely retains its dimer content (% of total protein content) when stored at 1 mg/mL at 37°C, even for a period of 28 d (D) SE-HPLC chromatograms of 1 mg/mL samples of MATCH proteins at day 0 and day 28 of storage at 37°C; MATCH dimer (\*), MATCH aggregate (†) and low-molecular-weight impurity (‡) peaks are indicated. Table 3.Production yields of MATCH protein variants and a parental, rabbit IgG after chromatography and dialysis. The MATCH proteins and rIgG were expressed by transient gene expression in CHO and purified by similar methods.ProteinWeight (Da)Yield (mg) per L expression volumeMolar equivalentspMATCH106′8223.40.18apMATCH105′21912.10.65apMATCH-diS105′71317.60.94anti-TNFα rIgG147′80926.21

SPR analysis revealed that the antigen affinities of the Fvs in the MATCH formats closely resemble those of scFvs and single-chain diabodies (scDbs), including the MATCH Fvs positioned in the dimer-forming core, whose binding activity we suspected, and later demonstrated (described below), is dependent upon cognate dimerization (i.e., those displayed by the dimer-forming Fvs targeting TNFα and CD3ε, respectively) ([Table 4](#t0004){ref-type="table"}). Additionally, each of the 3 tetraspecific molecules was capable of binding all 4 target antigens simultaneously, irrespective of the order of antigen-encounter, as demonstrated by SPR analysis of immobilized MATCH protein ([Fig. 8](#f0008){ref-type="fig"} & Table S2). Figure 8.Each MATCH protein can bind all 4 of its target antigens simultaneously, irrespective of the order of antigen-encounter. The images in this figure depict sensorgram data from an SPR analysis in which MATCH proteins were immobilized in individual channels on a sensor chip and each recombinant antigen was sequentially injected over the sensor chip channels at the time, and in the order, indicated on the x-axis of each graph. Table 4.Antigen-binding kinetics (determined by SPR analysis) of MATCH proteins as well as the scFv (PRO205 and PRO128) and scDb (PRO187) variants of the parental antibodies that provided the CDR set sequences for the MATCH proteins. TNFαCD3εIL-23RIL-5R *k*~on~ (1/M·s)*k*~off~ (1/s)K~*D*~ (M)*k*~on~ (1/M·s)*k*~off~ (1/s)K~*D*~ (M)*k*~on~ (1/M·s)*k*~off~ (1/s)K~*D*~ (M)*k*~on~ (1/M·s)*k*~off~ (1/s)K~*D*~ (M)pMATCH2.23 × 10^5^6.84 × 10^−4^3.07 × 10^−10^1.10 × 10^5^2.21 × 10^−3^2.01 × 10^−8^5.29 × 10^5^3.46 × 10^−4^6.54 × 10^−10^1.89 × 10^6^1.94 × 10^−4^1.03 × 10^−10^apMATCH3.58 × 10^5^7.63 × 10^−4^2.14 × 10^−10^3.50 × 10^5^2.50 × 10^−3^7.14 × 10^−9^1.10 × 10^6^3.75 × 10^−4^3.41 × 10^−10^1.76 × 10^6^2.22 × 10^−4^1.26 × 10^−10^apMATCH-diS3.51 × 10^5^1.27 × 10^−4^3.61 × 10^−10^3.18 × 10^5^2.12 × 10^−3^6.69 × 10^−9^9.15 × 10^5^3.27 × 10^−4^3.58 × 10^−10^1.21 × 10^6^1.55 × 10^−4^1.28 × 10^−10^PRO2055.51 × 10^5^1.44 × 10^−4^2.61 × 10^−10^         PRO187\*   2.44 × 10^5^2.24 × 10^−3^9.21 × 10^−9^   2.38 × 10^6^3.06 × 10^−4^1.29 × 10^−10^PRO128      1.45 × 10^6^2.67 × 10^−4^1.84 × 10^−10^   \*scDb            

Preferential cognate pairing of MATCH subunits {#s0002-0004}
----------------------------------------------

It is important to acknowledge that while our initial data suggest proper inter-MATCH chain assembly, they do not necessarily indicate the absence of non-cognate variable domain associations, specifically the inverted heterodimerization of MATCH chains that would produce chimeric CDR sets. It has been suggested that CDR sets influence the efficiency of V~L~/V~H~ pairing,[@cit0048] and our SE-HPLC, SDS-PAGE and SPR data suggest that cognate pairing of MATCH chains is highly favored. In an attempt to quantitate the degree of inverted heterodimerization, we performed a SE-HPLC analysis of antibody and antibody-antigen complexes after incubation of the MATCH proteins with a molar equivalent of trimeric TNFα (i.e., 3-fold excess TNFα epitope). When applying this method of analysis to the parental anti-TNFα scFv used in the dimer-forming core domain of all MATCH formats (Fig. S1), SE-HPLC traces revealed convoluted peaks consistent with distinct antibody-antigen complex populations, reflecting the disparate sizes of 1:1, 2:1 and 3:1 scFv:TNFα complexes. Additionally, a peak whose retention time was consistent with the presence of residual, non-complexed TNFα in solution was observed, whereas non-complexed scFv was seemingly absent from solution, thus validating the application of this method[@cit0029] to identify inactive anti-TNFα antibody.

Separation of MATCH protein and MATCH-antigen complexes was less efficient due to the larger molecular weight range of the different protein populations. However, our results ([Fig. 9](#f0009){ref-type="fig"}) also clearly revealed the presence of 3 MATCH-TNFα complex populations and residual, non-complexed TNFα. Additionally, a slight "shouldering" of the 1xMATCH:TNFα complex peaks was observed, which could be explained by the presence of unbound MATCH protein. To estimate the proportion of unbound MATCH protein in solution, a deconvolution of the peaks was performed using PeakFit® v.4.12 software, assuming a tailed distribution for each peak and plotted to optimize goodness-of-fit ([Fig. 9](#f0009){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis estimated the proportion of unbound MATCH protein to be between 6.6 and 10.7% (apMATCH-diS \< apMATCH \< pMATCH) of total protein content, possibly indicating the maximal levels of non-cognate MATCH chain pairings. Meanwhile, to rule out any ability of non-cognate Fvs to complex with TNFα, we also created mispaired scFvs displaying the CDR sets that would theoretically arise from inverted heterodimerization of MATCH chains. These mispaired scFvs demonstrated no capacity to form complexes with TNFα in solution (Fig. S1C). This confirms that cognate dimerization of MATCH chains is highly favored, particularly in the antiparallel format. Figure 9.MATCH protein-TNFα complexing analysis suggests that bound MATCH protein comprises ≥89 % of reaction samples. The overlaid SE-HPLC chromatograms of MATCH protein alone (hashed line, top graphs) and MATCH protein after a 2-hour incubation with excess human TNFα (solid line, top graphs) suggests that a considerable majority of MATCH protein in solution is active insofar as the peak attributable to dimeric MATCH protein is largely absent after reacting with the antigen, and new peaks attributable to higher-molecular-weight complexes appear. After deconvoluting the chromatograms of the MATCH protein-TNFα reaction mixtures with PeakFit® v.4.12 software, our best estimates place the percentage of unbound MATCH protein between 6.6 and 10.7% (bottom graphs).

As an additional proof of the efficiency of MATCH protein assembly, we designed a fourth MATCH protein variant (apMATCH-dis(IF)) ([Fig. 10A](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}), wherein we mutated a residue in each variable domain framework (V~L~: G141C and V~H~: G50C) of the heterodimer-forming anti-CD3ε Fv such that it would include a disulfide bridge at the interface of the cognate variable domains. Under this design, the formation of an inter-chain disulfide bridge is entirely conditional on proper assembly of the MATCH protein chains. The apMATCH-diS(IF) was produced at comparable yields (14.1 mg per L expression volume) to the other MATCH proteins. SE-HPLC chromatograms of protein samples suggested a highly homogenous product ([Fig. 10D](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) with a melting temperature (Tm°C ± SD: 68.5 ± 0.1) consistent with what was observed previously ([Fig. 10C](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Despite the amino-acid substitution in the variable domain frameworks of the anti-CD3ε Fv, the molecule maintained affinity for human CD3ε (K~*D*~ (M): 3.39 × 10^−8^), and it showed good storage stability, with a 1 mg/mL sample losing only 3.4% of its heterodimer content after 2-week storage at 37°C ([Fig. 10E](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Crucially, SDS-PAGE gels show that non-reduced samples display a discrete band at the estimated position of the apMATCH-diS(IF) heterodimer, suggesting high dimerization efficiency ([Fig. 10B](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). This finding was reflected in our TNFα-complexing analysis, which again revealed that production samples contain \>90% active MATCH protein ([Fig. 10F](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 10.Functional MATCH protein variant with an inter-cognate-domain disulfide bridge is expressed and purified with comparable efficiency to classical MATCH proteins. (A) The design of apMATCH-diS(IF), which contains a framework mutation to both V~H~ and V~L~ domains of the anti-CD3ε, heterodimer-forming Fv that establishes an intra-Fv disulfide bridge. (B) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel supports the formation of heterodimeric apMATCH-diS(IF) in coexpression supernatants. The non-reduced protein sample contains a discrete protein band with the approximate electrophoretic mobility of the ∼106 kDa MATCH protein heterodimer, whereas reduced samples possess 2 discrete bands at the approximate weight (∼50 kDa) of the respective MATCH chains. (C) Thermal unfolding curve of apMATCH-diS(IF) fitted with the Boltzmann equation to data points (*n*=3 ; mean ± SD) generated in a DSF assay. (D) An SE-HPLC chromatogram of purified apMATCH-diS(IF) indicates that production samples can be prepared at very high purity; MATCH dimer (\*) peak is indicated. (E) During 14-day storage at 37°C, the purity of MATCH dimer is largely maintained. (F) apMATCH-diS(IF)/TNFα complexing experiments are largely consistent with what was observed with classical MATCH proteins -- bound MATCH dimer appears to comprise ≥90 % of MATCH protein in complex samples.

Discussion {#s0003}
==========

Multispecific antibody formats provide the ability to produce single molecules that simultaneously recognize multiple protein sites with the high affinity that is characteristic of antibody paratopes. This can enable the highly selective cross-linking of multiple proteins, protein domains or cell-types to produce novel mechanisms of action or enhanced molecular pharmacokinetic properties. The arrival of bispecific antibodies on the market,[@cit0015] and the growing number of bispecifics undergoing clinical trials,[@cit0017] has confirmed the therapeutic value of this emerging class of biologics. These trends have led to a concurrent growth in the number of novel multispecific designs.[@cit0004] Most multispecific formats that have been described utilize either IgG-like designs (e.g., CrossMab[@cit0050] and DVD-IgG[@cit0046] formats) or exclusively combine multiple antibody fragments (e.g., bispecific T-cell engager (BiTE),[@cit0051] DART[@cit0052] and TandAb[@cit0053] formats).

While the production of some tri- and tetraspecific antibody formats, such as the TriMAb,[@cit0018] the tribody,[@cit0021] the triplebody[@cit0019] and the 4-in-one CrossMab[@cit0054] has been described, these possess several limitations that must be considered. First, conventional heteromultimeric tri- and tetraspecifics include a multimerization domain(s), adding molecular weight and therefore reducing potential tissue distribution.[@cit0055] Moreover, all of these formats rely on the display of Fvs, which often exhibit poor stability and promote aggregation of the composite molecule.[@cit0024] Hence, other antibody formats that employ alternative binding moieties have been developed, such as Zybodies[@cit0057] and Fynomabs.[@cit0007] Variable-domain-only multispecifics with \>2 specificities, such as the triplebody, have only been described in single-chain formats and only up to 3 specificities.

Heterodimeric tetraspecifics have, to our knowledge, never been described in the literature. However, such formats, provided they have at least one specificity on each of the individual subunits, would enable the highly efficient optimization of binding domain combinations in the final format through simple permutation of the subunit-expressing plasmids. Meanwhile, some capacity to produce such tetraspecifics in low-molecular-weight assemblies offers the flexibility to improve drug tissue penetration, where necessary. The efficient production of heterodimeric tetraspecifics whose assemblies are driven exclusively by interactions between antibody variable domains would introduce a novel platform that enhances the versatility and flexibility of multispecific technology. Unfortunately, the instability and aggregation propensity of variable domains is a substantial obstacle to the development of such formats. Additionally, production samples of multispecifics, particularly heterodimeric multispecifics, often contain several impurities due to unwanted subunit associations, supporting the need for redesigning mechanisms of subunit assembly to improve yields.

We first sought to address the issue of Fv-instability with the ultimate aim of producing stable, non-aggregating variable-domain-only tetraspecifics. Researchers have previously observed a capacity of λ-derived V~L~ FWs to form highly stable Fv variants of hu4D5--8.[@cit0058] Importantly, incompatibility between the λ-derived FW and the κ-like 4D5--8 CDR sets necessitated affinity-damaging mutations to enable production of Fvs with a λ-derived V~L~.[@cit0058] However, we suspected that replacement of a single FW region of a κ-derived V~L~ with the corresponding position of a V~λ~ germ-line sequence might confer the stability-enhanced features of V~λ~-bearing Fvs without requiring compatibility-promoting mutations to functionally critical, κ-derived CDR sets. Such a substitution has the added benefit that it still results in an Fv in which every FW region consists of an uninterrupted human sequence, theoretically reducing the risk of immunogenicity.

To our thinking, V~L~ FW IV represented a likely mediator of Fv instability, as it is positioned at the junction between variable and constant domains and appears to exhibit considerable structural diversity across antibody variants with identical CDR sets.[@cit0031] Our analysis of hu4D5--8 variant crystal structure overlays supported unnatural solvent-exposure at this position in the Fv format. By applying λcap technology, i.e., replacement of V~κ~ FW IV with a V~λ~ FW IV germ-line sequence, we were able to stabilize humanized scFvs displaying both murine and rabbit CDR sets.

Humanized scFvs that employ λcap technology exhibited identical antigen-affinities to their unmodified counterparts, and they displayed higher thermal stability, a lower propensity toward concentration-induced aggregation, and were less prone to oligomerization during storage at stress temperatures. Because aggregation of antibodies is mediated by local unfolding events, resulting in the solvent-exposure of aggregation "hot spots,"[@cit0056] we were confident that such stability-enhanced Fvs could be combined to produce stable, non-aggregating variable-domain-only multispecific formats. Indeed, we observed high storage stability among our bispecific scDbs containing λcapped Fvs, as well as a resistance to proteolytic digestion for up to 7 d in human serum in vitro (data not shown). However, we must acknowledge that susceptibility to proteolytic digestion is likely to vary between CDR sets. As such, an evaluation of protein stability in serum should be applied on a molecule-by-molecule basis. The consistent stability and functionality of λcapped Fv-modules in bi- and trispecifics encouraged us to employ them in the development of the novel tetraspecific formats described here, i.e., the MATCH formats.

We were able to produce the pMATCH, apMATCH, and apMATCH-diS proteins to a high purity, with yields of the latter approaching the molar equivalent of a parental rabbit IgG. Additionally, these proteins exhibited high thermal stability and were largely resistant to aggregation during storage. Critically, these proteins evinced comparable affinities for the target antigens as each of their individual, respective paratopes displayed in scFv or scDb formats. Moreover, each MATCH protein was able to simultaneously bind soluble forms of all 4 target antigens, irrespective of the order of antigen-exposure.

One of the challenges plaguing the production of heterodimeric multispecifics is the impurities that arise in production samples due to unwanted subunit associations. Existing variable-domain-only heterodimeric bispecifics, such as diabodies[@cit0028] and TandAbs,[@cit0053] apply a "V~L~-linker-V~H~" design to each subunit, with complementary variable domains being split between the 2 respective subunits. To prevent intra-subunit associations between non-complementary variable domains, such formats require that the peptide linker between tandem variable domains be ≤10 amino acids in length, theoretically restricting molecular flexibility. Additionally, this design can result in the production of homodimers formed from the same unwanted non-cognate associations occurring between identical subunits, and techniques to enhance the efficiency of cognate pairing frequently rely on affinity-altering mutations to variable domains.[@cit0029]

By employing a "V~L~-linker-V~L~" and "V~H~-linker-V~H~" layout for the dimer-forming core of respective MATCH protein subunits, we effectively mitigated the risk of intra-subunit associations between split variable domains, enabling the incorporation of a lengthier peptide linker between said domains. Indeed, the pMATCH variant described in the present study included a linker length of 15 amino acids. Such length may be of considerable value to executing mechanisms of action that require greater protein flexibility.

Additionally, the design of the MATCH subunit core prevents the formation of homodimers driven by the dimer-forming split variable domains. There is only one variable domain per MATCH subunit available for the kind of non-complementary assembly that would lead to the production of homodimers, and this is contained in the peripheral scFv. This simple adjustment to the conventional heterodimer subunit assembly strategy likely eliminates homodimeric impurities that can arise during production and eases restrictions on intra-subunit linker lengths.

Theoretically, impurities could arise in MATCH production samples in the form of "inverted" MATCH heterodimers. In other words, the mispairing of dimer-forming split variable domains at the MATCH core might occur, producing a separate MATCH heterodimer population wherein the desired orientation of MATCH subunits is inverted. However, our complexing analysis suggests that ≥89 % of MATCH heterodimer in expression supernatants is properly assembled and fully reactive. The apMATCH-diS variant assembly was particularly efficient, with ∼94% active protein in production samples and production yields comparable to a full-length IgG.

These findings are consistent with other research suggesting that CDR sets greatly influence the efficiency of variable domain assembly.[@cit0048] This is a likely reason why Zhu et al. described higher-than-expected efficiency of bispecific diabody heterodimerization during production.[@cit0059] However, after employing very similar purification and analytical techniques, those researchers found that their production samples consisted of ∼75% active bispecifics,[@cit0059] considerably lower than the percentage of functional, tetraspecific MATCH in our production samples. This was the case even for the pMATCH variant with a peptide linker between the dimer-forming tandem split variable domains that was 3x longer than that of the diabody. Finally, production and analysis of the apMATCH-diS(IF) variant in the present study supports the idea that appropriate MATCH-subunit pairing is a highly efficient process, with its analytical outputs closely resembling those of the other variants with unmodified variable domains.

There are some obvious differences in the design of MATCH proteins and diabodies, which may account for some of the disparities in assembly specificity. These include the presence/absence of peripheral scFvs as well as the potential for homodimerization of subunits during expression. The latter would be especially problematic for diabodies if uneven subunit expression should occur. However, we feel that the most likely driver of V~L~/V~H~ association specificity is the incompatibility of non-cognate CDR sets. A number of CDR positions are known to participate in the V~L~/V~H~ interface,[@cit0031] and amino acid differences at these positions would likely disfavor associations between non-complementary variable domains. It is reasonable, then, to suspect that assembly specificity may vary across MATCH proteins containing different dimer-forming Fvs.

With that in mind, the successful production of the apMATCH-diS(IF) variant inspires confidence that dimer-forming Fvs can accommodate mutation that might enhance dimerization efficiency without compromising functionality. Alternatively, the screening of multiple dimer-forming Fvs for optimal MATCH assembly specificity (in the final format) could be employed. To further evaluate means to improve efficiency of cognate variable domain-pairing, we produced 2 MATCH variants with knob-into-hole mutations[@cit0029] to the dimer-forming Fvs (MATCH-KiH variants), aiming to increase the proportion of active MATCH protein in production samples. Crucially, the modified Fvs in these variants retained the affinity profiles of the unmodified Fvs (data not shown). After subjecting the MATCH-KiH variants to the same TNFα-complexing analysis described here, we did not observe an improvement in the levels of unbound MATCH protein compared to MATCH variants with unmodified domains (data not shown). However, in the event that different CDR sets in the dimer-forming MATCH Fvs would produce less specific V~L~/V~H~ assemblies, these kinds of assembly-enhancing modifications could be explored to improve yields.

The value of tetraspecificity is not merely theoretical. Indeed four-in-one CrossMabs selectively targeting EGFR, HER2, HER3 and VEGF showed superior antitumor activity in multiple cancer models *in vivo* relative to effective combinations of bispecifics, and they did so at lower antibody concentrations.[@cit0054] The researchers surmised that these uniquely potent effects at lower concentrations were enabled by higher-avidity binding of tumor cells through interaction with several tumor-associated antigens (TAAs).[@cit0054] Under a different design, an antibody-based multispecific could be equipped with specificities for 2 TAAs to promote tumor-cell avidity while also displaying a T-cell-engaging paratope, theoretically enhancing the selectivity of T cell engaging antibodies.

For example, the EGFR-targeting BiTE described by Lutterbuese et al.[@cit0060] exhibited toxicity at higher concentrations due to drug interactions with healthy, EGFR-expressing cells. By adding a specificity for a co-expressing TAA, such as IGFR,[@cit0061] and carefully calibrating the affinities of the anti-TAA paratopes to maximize tumor-cell selectivity, one could reduce such adverse effects. With a fourth paratope, such a molecule could also target a preservative protein, such as human serum albumin (HSA), to lengthen serum half-life and reduce the frequency of drug administration.

It is important to reiterate that applications of the λcap-stabilized Fvs are not limited to MATCH formats or other tetraspecific molecules. λcapped Fvs may also be used in the production of stable scDbs and Fab-scFv fusion proteins. Such stability-enhanced Fvs could also be of considerable value to the production of other multispecifics that also rely on the incorporation of Fvs for full functionality such as diabodies,[@cit0028] triplebodies[@cit0019] and Morrison formats.[@cit0062]

With the MATCH format, we have overcome many of the limitations in the production, stability and design-flexibility associated with conventional multispecific antibody fragment-based formats. This should provide researchers with an improved capacity to proceed from concept to clinic with molecules that target multiple cell-type-specific antigens, theoretically endowing us with drug candidates possessing ideal levels of selectivity and unique functionalities.

Materials and methods {#s0004}
=====================

Unless stated otherwise, general reagents were purchased from Axonlab.

scFv expression and purification {#s0004-0001}
--------------------------------

Recombinant amino acid sequences were *de novo* synthesized and cloned into an expression vector adapted from a pET26b(+) backbone (Novagen, Cat. \#: 69862--3), and the resulting construct was used to transform BL12 (DE3) *E. coli* cells (Novagen, Cat. \#: 69450), and scFv expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG (Cat. \#: A 4773). Cells were harvested by centrifugation and resuspended in Wash Buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (Cat. \#: A1086), pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl (Carl Roth, Cat. \#: 9265), 5 mM EDTA (Cat. \#: A 1104), and 1M urea (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. \#: 15604)) with 2% Triton X-100 (Cat. \#: A1388), and the cell slurry was supplemented with 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT, Cat. \#: A2948), 0.1 mg/mL lysozyme (Cat. \#: A 3711), 10 mM leupeptin (Cat. \#: A 2183), 100 μM PMSF (Cat. \#: A 0999) and 1 μM pepstatin (Cat. \#: A 2205). The cells were then lysed by 3 cycles of ultrasonic homogenization, 0.01 mg/mL DNAse I (Cat. \#: A 3778) was added and the homogenate was rotated for 20 min at room temperature (RT). The sample was then centrifuged at 15,000 g for 15 min, and the pellet was re-suspended in fresh Wash Buffer. This procedure was performed 3x using Wash Buffer with 2% Triton X-100 and 2x using Wash Buffer without Triton X-100. After a final centrifugation step, the inclusion bodies (IBs) in the pellet were then solubilized in IB Solubilization Buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 6M Gdn-HCl (Cat. \#: A1499), 2 mM EDTA) at a ratio of 1.0 mL per 0.1 g of pellet and rotated for 30 min at RT. Subsequently, 50 mM DTT was added to the solution for an additional 30-min incubation at RT. Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation at 15,000 g for 10 min.

The refolding of the scFvs was performed by rapid dilution to a final protein concentration of 0.5 g/L in Refolding Buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 4.5 M urea, 3 mM cysteine (Cat. \#: A3694), 3 mM cystine (Cat. \#: A 1703), 400 mM arginine-HCl (Cat. \#: A 1700)). The refolding reaction was incubated for 48 h at 4°C with constant stirring. The refolded proteins were purified by affinity chromatography with Capto L (GE Healthcare, Cat. \#: 17--5478--01) on an ÄKTA protein purifier (GE Healthcare) at RT and eluted with 0.1 M glycine-HCl (Cat. \#: A 3707), pH 2.8, followed by the rapid adjustment of sample pH with the addition of 180 µL 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 per 3 mL eluate. Where needed, elution pools were polished by size-exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 75 column (GE Healthcare, Cat. \#: 28989333) at RT. The isolated monomer fraction was analyzed by SE-HPLC, SDS-PAGE and UV/Vis spectroscopy. The resulting protein solution was concentrated and buffer exchanged by diafiltration with Native Buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM citrate-phosphate, pH 6.4). Unless otherwise indicated, samples were kept on ice or at 4°C during all scFv purification steps.

SE-HPLC analysis {#s0004-0002}
----------------

Samples were passed through either a Shodex™ (Showa Denko, Cat. \#: 554--1740) KW402.5--4F column (for scFv analysis) or a Shodex™ (Showa Denko, Cat. \#: 554--1741) KW403--4F column (MATCH protein analysis) with running buffer (Shodex™ KW402.5--4F: 250 mM NaCl, 50 mM NaOAc (Cat. \#: A 1045), pH 6.0; Shodex™ KW403--4F: 35 mM NaH~2~PO~4~ (Cat. \#: A 3905), 15 mM Na~2~HPO~4~ (Cat. \#: A1372), 300 mM NaCl, pH 6.0) at a flow rate of 0.35 mL/min. Eluted protein was detected by absorbance at λ=280 nm.

The SE-HPLC columns were calibrated by separation of a protein standard mixture (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. \#: 69385) and plotting of the logarithm of the molecular weight versus the retention time. Apparent molecular weights for the recorded protein species were interpolated from the respective retention times and the exponential regression fit of the calibration curve.

Affinity determinations {#s0004-0003}
-----------------------

Antigen affinities of hu4D5--8 scFv variants, MATCH proteins and MATCH parental scFvs/scDbs were determined by SPR using a MASS-1 SPR instrument (Sierra Sensors) and the following recombinant proteins (antigens): HER2 (Sino Biological, Inc., Cat. \#: 10004-HCCH), CD3δε (Sino Biological, Inc., Cat. \#: CT026-H0323H), IL-5R (R&D Systems, Cat. \#: 253--5R), TNFα (Peprotech, Cat. \#: 300--01A), IL-23R (Trenzyme, Accession \#: NP_653302.2 -- Gly24-Leu356 (custom synthesis)). Antigens were immobilized at 100--250 RUs on a sensor chip (SPR-2 Affinity Sensor High Capacity Amine, Sierra Sensors) using a standard amine coupling procedure. Affinity measurements were performed in HEPES Running Buffer (0.01 M HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. \#: 54457), 0.15 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween (Cat. \#: A 4974)). For TNFα, a standard amine sensor was used. Two-fold serial dilutions of purified scFvs or MATCH proteins ranging from 0 to 90 nM were injected into the flow cells for 3 min (20 µl/min) and dissociation was allowed to proceed for 720 sec. After each injection cycle, surfaces were regenerated with a 45 second injection of 10 mM glycine-HCl pH 1.5. Affinities were calculated by fitting sensorgrams of at least 6 concentrations, and fits were considered accurate if Chi[@cit0002] was less than 10% of Rmax. Data were double-subtracted (reference channel and control cycle was subtracted).

Antigen-affinities of aTNFα-scFv-λcap, aTNFα-scFv, and apMATCH-diS(L/H) were determined by SPR analysis using a Biacore T200 System (GE Healthcare). Recombinant human CD3ε was directly coupled to a carboxymethylated dextrane surface on a CM5 sensor chip (GE Healthcare). Biotinylated human TNFα (ACROBiosystems, Cat. \#: TNA-H8211) was coupled to a Biotin CAPture Kit, Series S Sensor Chip (GE Healthcare). Production and analysis of sensorgram data using the Biacore T200 System was similar to that employed using the MASS-1 SPR instrument described above.

Thermal unfolding assays {#s0004-0004}
------------------------

The midpoint of transition for thermal unfolding of proteins was determined by DSF, as described by Niesen et al.[@cit0063] The DSF assay was performed in a qPCR machine (MX3005p, Agilent Technologies). The samples were diluted in buffer (citrate (Cat. \#: A 3901) -phosphate pH 6.4, 0.15M NaCl) containing a final concentration of 5x SYPRO® orange (Lubio Science, Cat. \#: S6650) in a total volume of 25 μL. Samples were measured in triplicates and evaluated while subjected to a programmed temperature ramp from 25--96°C.

Stress stability studies {#s0004-0005}
------------------------

Initial monomer (scFv) or dimer (MATCH protein) content of each sample was determined by SE-HPLC (d0). To calculate the percentage of total protein content that was mono-/multimeric, the area under the curve peaking at the monomer (scFv) or dimer (MATCH) retention time was divided by the total area under curves not attributable to the sample matrix. The samples were stored at 37°C and analyzed repeatedly over a period of 2--4 weeks. Protein degradation was assessed by SDS-PAGE analysis, loading denatured proteins onto Mini-PROTEAN® TGX™ precast gels (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Cat. \#: 4569036) and staining electrophoresed protein with Coomassie brilliant blue solution. The protein concentration was monitored at different time points by UV-Vis spectroscopy with an Infinite® M200 PRO microplate reader (Tecan Group, Ltd.).

MATCH expression and purification {#s0004-0006}
---------------------------------

The genes for each MATCH chain were *de novo* synthesized and cloned into a modified pcDNA3.1™/V5-His A (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat. \#: V601020) expression vector. The proteins were expressed by transient gene expression with the CHO FreeStyle™ system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat. \#: K900020) and purified from CHO-S supernatants by protein L-affinity purification, capturing MATCH chains with Capto L resin (GE Healthcare) in a column affixed to an ÄKTA protein purifier (GE Healthcare) and eluted with 0.1 M citric acid, pH 2.0, followed by the rapid adjustment of sample pH with the addition of 0.4 mL 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 per 1 mL eluate. Protein solutions were then buffer exchanged with Native Buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM citrate-phosphate, pH 6.4) using a PD-10 Desalting Column (GE Healthcare, Cat. \#: 17--0851--01) and finally concentrated using a Vivaspin Protein Concentrator Spin Column (GE Healthcare, Cat. \#: 28932223).

MATCH concomitant binding assays {#s0004-0007}
--------------------------------

The capacity of MATCH proteins to simultaneously bind all 4 of their target antigens was assessed by SPR analysis using a MASS-1 SPR instrument (Sierra Sensors). Each MATCH protein was diluted in 10 mM NaOAc, pH 5.0 to a final concentration of 5.0 µg/mL and immobilized on a sensor chip (SPR-2 Affinity Sensor High Capacity Amine, Sierra Sensors). Saturating concentrations of each antigen (CD3ε: 1′200 nM; IL-5R: 90 nM; IL-23R: 180 nM; TNFα: 90 nM) were sequentially injected, each for 3 min (20 µL/min), into sensor chip flow cells presenting immobilized MATCH protein or mock. As an additional control, sensor chip flow cells presenting immobilized MATCH protein were treated with buffer only for 3 min (20 µL/min) 4 times prior to initiating antigen injections (pre-antigen buffer injections), and the sensor chip responses were measured. Data were double-subtracted.

MATCH/scFv-TNFα complexing analysis {#s0004-0008}
-----------------------------------

The requisite amount of MATCH protein or scFv was added to a solution containing 4.0 μg trimeric TNFα (Peprotech) to reach a molar equivalent between antibody and antigen (i.e., 3-fold excess of TNFα epitope). Solution volumes were adjusted to 20 μL by adding ddH~2~O. Samples were incubated for 2 h at RT, agitating gently throughout. Reaction mixtures were then analyzed by SE-HPLC, passing each sample through either a Shodex™ KW402.5--4F column (for scFv-TNFα complexing analysis) or a Shodex™ KW403--4F column (for MATCH-TNFα complexing analysis) under the conditions described above. The MATCH-TNFα complexing reactions produced poorly separated elution curves in SE-HPLC chromatograms, complicating efforts to determine the proportions of protein and protein-complex populations in the samples. To estimate these proportions, raw data were analyzed in PeakFit v4.12, a deconvolution of the protein peaks was performed assuming a tailed distribution and optimizing goodness-of-fit (all R^2^ values were ≥ 0.99).
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